Quick Guide: Post-Study Outcomes

This app provides national and TEO-level data about outcomes for graduates by subject area, level of study, age, ethnicity, and gender. Where graduates are in employment, the app contains data about their earnings.

Examples of what you can discover

- National outcomes by NZSCED and learner demographics.
- TEO level outcomes by NZSCED.
- NZSCED outcomes by TEO.
- TEO level outcomes by learner demographics.

Things to note

- The app shows outcomes for younger and older learners. For younger learners it is more meaningful to look at employment, further study and job seeker outcomes. But for older learners it is more meaningful to look at moving into employment, moving off benefit and change in median income.
- In the last data sheet you can view the data in a table format and extract the underlying data from the app. You can use filters to limit the data in the table to desired cohort, NZSCED and TEO selections.
- To ensure a reasonable level of statistical robustness the data includes only groups of 20 or more graduates.
- TEO level data includes only SAC-funded TEOs. Due to the minimum data set size some TEOs are not reported or only partially reported.
- The highest and latest qualification completed by a person by outcome year is based on SDR data, Industry Training data and NZQA reported data.
- Learners who were in receipt of some other benefits other than Jobseeker support or in corrections for any period within the outcome year are excluded from the data.

Post-Study Outcomes sheets

See the next page for details on what each sheet offers:

- National outcomes by NZSCED.
- TEO outcomes by NZSCED.
- NZSCED outcomes by TEO.
- Learner outcomes by TEO.

Data Definitions

Take a look at the data definitions sheet in the app for more information on the following fields:

- Age group
- Outcome year
- Graduation level
- NZSCED
- Ethnic Group
- Gender
- School attainment
- TEO name
- TEO type
- Full-time higher study
- Part-time higher study
- Full time non-higher study
- Other study
- Employed
- Jobseeker
- Moved into employment
- Moved off benefit
- Overseas
- Other
- First quartile employed income; Median employed income; Third quartile employed income
- First quartile employed income 2 years prior to qualification completion; Median employed income 2 years prior to qualification completion; Third quartile employed income 2 years prior to qualification completion
- Cohort size
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Information provided by each sheet

Post-study outcomes and earnings of graduates by NZSCED category. You can filter by qualification level, outcome year, age group, ethnicity, and gender.

Post-study outcomes and earnings of graduates at individual TEOs by NZSCED category. You can filter by qualification level, outcome year, and age group.

Post-study outcomes and earnings of graduates for individual NZSCED categories by TEO. You can filter by graduation level, outcome year, and age group.

Post-study outcomes and earnings for graduates by TEO. You can filter by graduation level, outcome year, school attainment, age group, ethnicity, and gender.

All outcome data in a table format that is suitable for extracting to a downloadable file.

For support contact our Sector Helpdesk: phone 0800 601 301 or email: sectorhelpdesk@tec.govt.nz

We ensure New Zealand’s future success.